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Wild Men and Mystics: Rethinking Roy Agnew's Early Sydney Works

KATE BOWAN

In June 1921 'Ultramodern Extravagance'—a review of a British Music Society concert that was staged at the Sydney Conservatorium as part of Director Henri Verbruggen's lecture-chamber concert series—appeared in the Australian Musical News (hereafter AMN). Although critical of the entire programme, the review was particularly scathing of the excesses of a young Sydney composer, Roy Agnew. Notwithstanding his cleverness as a composer, in the case of Dance of the Wild Men and Toccata Tragica, the critic fumed that Agnew's better judgment had been obscured by 'ultramodern extravagance'. The AMN critic reported the opinions of his fellow Sydney critics, who, 'while usually so mild, meek, good-natured and never-say-an-unkind word about anything or anyone', were on this occasion provoked into being 'unanimous in telling some home truths about the compositions played'. He isolated for particular attention one writer's almost melodramatic charge that 'a concert like this was calculated to do real harm to the cause of British music'. Recovery from the trauma inflicted by this concert was apparently slow. Days later, one member of the large and apparently forward-thinking audience was still in shock, declaring it as 'the most excruciating evening I ever spent in all my life. I hope I shall never have to attend another like it'. Another critic, although a recognized admirer of the ultramodern set, was visibly overcome by Toccata Tragica, and was forced to put his fingers in his ears. However, it was Agnew's Dance of the Wild Men that came in for the most blistering attack:

'Wild Man's Dance' was certainly atmospheric. It was very wild. I think you would get something near the effect if you put somebody who knew how to leave discords unresolved, but whose fingering on the piano was not too facile, to play chords at the bass and treble, and then to sit on the middle of the piano, repeat the chord playing and sit on the treble, again repeat the chords and sit on bass, middle and treble. In fact, I have heard it done that way, I won't say by whom or where, and it sounded quite impressive.1

Agnew had told the Lone Hand in 1920 that he had been forced to abandon the limitations of key and tonal relationship: an extraordinary statement indeed.2 In 1923 he declared Scriabin's ninth sonata 'wonderful', and, in his defence against the charge of musical Bolshevism, professed a deep admiration for the music of Stravinsky.3 The charge of 'ultramodern extravagance' sets Agnew apart from his fellow Australian composers. Whereas it was acceptable to be 'modern', to be 'ultramodern' was not. In Britain and Australia, this term had the power to signal a transgression beyond the respectable; Agnew's music was scandalous.

3 'Australia's "Stravinsky": Roy Agnew Interviewed', AMN 12/7 (1923), 311.
Forty-two years later, Roger Covell identified the audible hissing that broke out after the performance of Larry Sitsky's provocatively hard-edged Woodwind Quartet at a 1963 Hobart Convention as a turning point in Australian musical history. It was, he wrote, 'like the breaking of a long drought of indifference. For once an Australian composer was being listened to with an emotion stronger than polite apathy'. The concert that provoked the scathing review, 'Ultramodern Extravagance', had occurred over forty years earlier. Covell was unaware of it. On the contrary, readers of Covell's classic work, *Australia's Music: Themes of a New Society*, will find a harsh appraisal of Agnew's music: its dense, fuzzy homogenous language, he quipped, made 'anything more than a small dose of it seem like a surfeit of clotted cream'. For Covell, Agnew was part of a pre-war generation of Australian composers who were irremediably second-hand, a by-product of the unavoidably provincial nature of Australian society. The general tenor of Covell's book is captured in the second part of its title: *Themes of a New Society*. In his enthusiastic embrace of his own generation as the first to engage with modernism he essentialized what came before to emphasize the contrast. Perceiving previous composers as too close to Britain and Empire, Covell did not place the music in its historical context, betraying what has emerged as a general tendency in Australian musical history towards ahistoricism, whereby music is interpreted or judged on current aesthetic standards rather than the ones prevailing when the work was written. This approach was very much of its time. As Joel Crotty pointed out in 1994 in a welcome reassessment of Australian musical historiography, Covell was the voice of his generation: one of the 'young Turks', who, as Crotty remarks, felt that 'for the first time they were joining the international stage'.

Almost forty years later, this assessment is still very much alive. Covell's version of events stands as the only available generalist narrative musical history. Geoffrey Sealy used Covell's book as his main source for his history of Australian high culture *From Deniers the Prophets Come* (1973), in which music is deemed the laggard in the arts, even, as late as the 1940s, rather more a phantom than a fact. In 2002, Adrian Thomas referred to the 'belated arrival of musical modernism' which coincided, he asserts—apparently oblivious to the suggestion of cultural cringe—with the appointment of English conductor and administrator John Hopkins as a principal of Australian music: a body of commercial purposes, the latter, in part engaged with musical language, maybe even Sché had, except when English pastoral and Busoni.'

In the same 'arrived' in Ausitn 1950s and 1960s, particularly jazz, no called 'tradition Australian music important, his as bastion of nineteen overloeks those, tion of contemp
John Hopkins as the ABC’s Federal Director of Music in 1963.\textsuperscript{11} There are no fewer than seven references made to the ‘English pastoral legacy’ in the \textit{Currency Companion to Music and Dance} published in 2003,\textsuperscript{12} and in 2004, Rhoderick McNeill also unqualifiedly accepted this interpretation in his work on the Australian symphony of the 1950s.\textsuperscript{13} A very recent and perhaps most pithy restatement of the Cowell thesis was expressed by Martin Buzzacott in June 2006 when he wrote that the 1960s generation composers, Peter Sculthorpe, Richard Meale and Nigel Butterley ‘took Australian music by the throat and wrenched it out of its English pastoral stupor.’\textsuperscript{14}

Earlier, during the mid-1990s, there had been a call, albeit a limited one, for a reassessment of Australian music history. A year after Crotty’s cry for a re-examination, an important collection of essays co-edited by Larry Sitsky was published. Sitsky has been the major figure in bringing Agnew’s music back into the Australian musical consciousness. He identifies two distinct streams in Agnew’s music: a body of music written in a conventional idiom for pedagogical and commercial purposes, and a more challenging and complex style. Sitsky was drawn to the latter, in particular, the six piano sonatas, for their cosmopolitanism and engagement with contemporary European music. He recognized in Agnew’s musical language an ‘affinity with Scriabin, Scott, Bridge, Ireland, Ravel and maybe even Schoenberg.’\textsuperscript{15} For Sitsky, Agnew was a like-minded precursor who had, except when he had to earn his bread and butter, also eschewed the ‘safe English pastoral style’ for the ‘more difficult path derived from Liszt, Scriabin and Busoni.’\textsuperscript{16}

In the same volume, jazz historian Bruce Johnson argued that modernism ‘arrived’ in Australia far earlier than assumed, in the late 1910s rather than the 1950s and 1960s, but that its mode of travel had been through popular music, particularly jazz, not art music, and for this reason had been overlooked by what he called ‘traditional musicology.’\textsuperscript{17} Although his demand for a rethinking of Australian music history by including musics other than art music was timely and important, his assessment that early twentieth-century Australian art music was ‘a bastion of nineteenth-century assumptions: conservative, patriarchal, Anglocentric’ overlooks those, such as Agnew, who were active in the consumption and production of contemporary art music.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{11} Adrian Thomas, ‘The Climate of Change: The ABC as Patron of Australian Music During the Hopkins Era’, \textit{Australian Music Research} 7 (2002), 47.
\bibitem{14} Martin Buzzacott, ‘Commission Impossible’, \textit{Limelight} (June 2006), 20.
\bibitem{16} Ibid., 67.
\bibitem{18} Ibid., 247.
\end{thebibliography}
Of course Covell was not the first to fall prey to Australia's problem with cultural cringe. Rather, he was following an already rich tradition begun many decades earlier. The condescension and dismissive remarks made by leading British artists and intellectuals hit like-minded Australians hard. They took to heart for instance D.H. Lawrence's less than positive remarks made in 1922, only a year after 'Ultramodern Extravagance'. It was a land, Lawrence complained, of 'beautily little suburban bungalows' inhabited by 'healthy but hollow people' who were 'vaguely and meaninglessly on the go'. He did not hold back in a letter to his sister: 'You never knew anything so nothing, Nichts, Nullus, niente, as the life here'.

The tone of these remarks and the implication that Australia's cultural backwardness, its geographical remoteness and its lack of originality as a transplanted culture, was an irreversible state caused many Australian intellectuals a deep sense of anxiety. Public intellectuals and literary figures from the 1930s, such as P.R. Stephensen, were not alone in their efforts to address these concerns. There were those in the highbrow musical minority who were publicly grappling with these anxieties from the late '20s onwards. These included Keith Barry (energetic champion of Agnew, editor of the Musical Australia and Programme Controller for the ABC), George de Cairo Rego (early President of the NSW Musical Association who, in the early twenties, kept the Daily Telegraph readership well-informed of the most up-to-date musical developments) and Thorold Waters (editor of the AMN from 1923 into the 1940s).

The objective of the present article is to question the received wisdom about Australia's music history by rethinking the early work of Roy Agnew and its context. My approach is twofold. Firstly, I will argue that early works, in particular Dance of the Wild Men (1919) and Poem no. 1 (1920), belong in the world of centric music with attenuated ties to functional tonal harmony and suggest similarities in compositional approach in the first instance to the Russian Futurist, Leo Ornstein, and in the second to the Russian mystic, Scriabin. This music takes its place alongside other early twentieth-century Western music, music characterized by Jim Samson as 'transitional'. I will then look at Sydney in the late 1910s and early '20s looking for a cultural field, to use Bourdieus concept, that could provide access to modern music, in particular that of Ornstein and Scriabin, and that could explain the significant change in compositional style from Agnew's first publication in 1913, the naive and conventional Australian Forest Scenes, to the work he produced at the end of the decade. This is a fundamentally different picture of our musical past, one that engages an association with the recent musical developments over 'there'.

---

20 For an exploration of many of these anxieties see P.R. Stephensen, The Foundations of a Culture in Australia: An Essay Towards National Respect (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1986).
21 The growing concern with Australia's cultural belatedness is played out throughout Waters's own editorials for the AMN from the mid-twenties and into the forties. An article on Thorold Waters's faulty memory is a work-in-progress.
23 Crotty was the first to historicize Covell and his work (see note 9). Malcolm Gillies has also questioned the generally accepted assumption that 'nothing much happened in Australian music before its miraculous "birth" one weekend in 1963', in Hobart. See Malcolm Gillies, 'Australian Piano Music of the Twentieth Century', Sounds Australian 68 (2006), 39.
24 Robert Hughes, Cockatoo: Increasingly "self-determinant" wen...
Agnew was regarded as transgressively ultramodern for 1920s Sydney, but by 1960 he was 'clotted cream'. Readings of modernism have shifted dramatically from a totalizing concept of modernism to a more pluralist and nuanced concept of modernisms, freed from the focus, positive or negative, on formalism and system to include the vernacular and decorative. Robert Hughes deftly and wittily captured the problematic nature of modernism as a general aesthetic term. 'Modernism is', he told us in a recent review, 'a weasel of a word, whose meanings slip and slide...'

Using as an example the Palace of Catalan Music, by the star architect of Catalan modernism Lluis Domenech, with its ceiling 'encrusted with giant polychrome pottery roses, each the size of a cabbage', Hughes concluded, 'once movements and works that never seem to match up with modernism as we understand it used to call themselves modernist'. He added importantly that neither would it have matched up with Domenech's northern contemporaries Gropius and Corbusier's idea of modernism.

The same can be said of Agnew. This study takes its place among recent studies of modernism that recognizes the stylistic diversity of the movement and the need for early modernisms to be better historicized.

Part of this reshaping of modernism includes the body of early twentieth-century music which can be understood as transitional. A general understanding of transitional or, as it is also known, post-tonal music, is critical for a richer understanding of the music of Agnew. A wide range of composers, artists and writers developed new ways of hearing, looking, perceiving and thinking. They were concerned with novelty, difficulty, the desire and ability to shock, an interest in experimentation and innovation, the fragmentation of existing syntaxes whether visual, lingual or musical, the search for new vocabularies, the reshaping of traditional languages. These shared interests and inclinations created a general sphere of influence that could be understood as an international and transnational cultural field that led artists in widely dispersed places to similar conclusions.

The reshaping of traditional languages signifying a break with common practice and the search for alternatives to, or redefinitions of, tonality was a wider and more inclusive phenomenon which preoccupied many composers. This move beyond tonality found different modes of expression among a range of diverse composers from the radical athematism of Schoenberg and Webern's most extreme atonal music to the music by, to name a few, Stravinsky, Bartók, Scriabin, Casella, Szymanowski, Baines and Debussy, whose connection with the tonal world renders it more familiar. Agnew belongs to this latter group.

Numerous transitional works resist rigid classification as tonal or atonal; many can, to some extent, exist in both the tonal and non-tonal worlds. This music has come to be known as centric; although not functionally tonal, it nonetheless centres around a particular pitch or tonal centre. Many composers sought a unity of musical space; to develop a harmonic language consistent with the intervallic characteristics of the melodies. Harmony and melody were derived from a common interval source and become two different ways of presenting the same pitch material. Think for instance of Casella's objet somore, Scriabin's mystic chord, Roslavets's synthetakkord and Busoni's 'invented scales'. Post-tonal works became increasingly self-referential. The elevation of the motive as a prime 'structural determinant' went hand in hand with this interest in unifying the horizontal and
vertical aspects of music. With the dismantling of traditional functions, dissonance was freed to varying degrees from its tonal obligation to resolve to consonance. The removal of goal-directedness leads to static harmonic complexes that do not need to go anywhere. The result is an altogether different sound world that allowed the principle of transposition to become an important compositional technique. This figures in much of Scriabin's music where it took over from diatonic relationships, but also informs the chord parallelism of Debussy, Busoni and Szymanowski and Agnew's approach to formal structure.

Abandoning the Limitations of Key and Tonal Relationship

A gifted instrumentalist was observed standing in a corner leading to the artist room, looking quite ill and with his hands over his ears. He said it was the siren of a Balmain ferry boat that he had just heard, and that he could not establish its relationship, as he was unable to determine the key of the Dance of the Wild Men. 25

Given his pained reaction the anonymous instrumentalist probably erred in attending Roy Agnew's 1923 farewell concert. His reaction to the music indicates that Agnew in this work had moved beyond tonality. The gifted instrumentalist was correct. Even without the blast of the ferry siren, I too am unable to determine the key of Dance of the Wild Men. My analysis of this work, and the Poem no. 1, will attempt to answer the question of how these 'tonal limitations' have been overcome.

The absence of a key signature in music from this period is telling. It indicates a distance from tonality and suggests that the music, rather than being in C major or A minor, is in fact not conceived of as being in a key at all. This is certainly the case with Agnew's six Poems published between 1922 and 1927, many of his seven preludes, and at least three of the six sonatas. It is also true of his exuberant, unashamedly rambunctious work Dance of the Wild Men written in 1919. This work, along with Deirdre's Lament and his Toccata tragica (also known as Poème tragique), caught the ear of the visiting pianist, Benno Moiseiwitsch. Moiseiwitsch's inclusion of these three works in his Sydney concerts of 1920 brought Agnew his first real fame and notoriety in Australia, as well as his first English publications. Dance of the Wild Men was published in 1922 by Chester, an English company recognized for championing 'ultra-modern' music. From 1915 the firm had entered into contracts with such composers as Casella, Falla, Malipiero, Poulenc and Stravinsky as well as the Englishmen Bax, Berners, Goossens and Ireland.

Ostensibly, the composition's conventional and familiar rhythmic patterning and homophonic texture, as well as recurrences of melodic and harmonic ideas, establish a deceptive feeling of normality. 26 However, on further analysis it becomes evident that despite there being audible arrival points in the music there are no underlying harmonic progressions or obvious cadential points that clearly identify the key of the piece. Musical continuity and coherence occur outside the framework of tonal function.

25 'Roy Agnew Farewell', AMN 12/12 (1923), 17 (emphasis added).
26 Samson, Music in Transition, 178.
Fiercely with the utmost intensity

Example 1 Opening of Dance of the Wild Men, b.1

The dissonance of the opening bars is not only striking, it also shows that Agnew is thinking intervalectically. Certain intervals inform both the vertical and linear aspects of the piece. The linear motion of the opening motive is made up of a minor second, a major second and a minor third. These intervals provide the characteristic intervallic material for the whole piece. It is supported vertically by parallel chromatic major sevenths in the right hand and minor thirds in the left.

The dissonance of the opening two chords is sharpened by the tritone span between bottom and top. Agnew is experimenting, as did Scriabin and Bartók, with the idea of using the same intervals that make up the melody as harmonic support in an attempt to unify the musical space.

In a general sense the contrast between the main sections A and B is achieved through juxtaposing chromaticism with a kind of modal writing. However, the distinction between chromaticism and modality that signals the larger divisions of the composition's formal sections is found at play at a more local level throughout the opening section. It creates an expectation for the appearance of section B. An examination of the first thirteen bars reveals this interplay.

In an intensely chromatic opening, the introductory phrase and its answer are repeated, rising above an ever-descending chromatic bass line of minor thirds, until it is broken off by an ascending chromatic flourish. The subsequent phrase from b. 7 is formed from a B-scale on E. The second phrase reappears at b. 9 now metrically displaced to just after the downbeat of the bar. Although the accompaniment does not depart from its chromatic motion, it appears now a major seventh below its initial appearance. (Another example of how the basic intervallic material informs the musical fabric.) Bar 11 invokes the modality of bb. 7 to 9 but is now highlighting the B, using what could be understood as an F-scale on B, only to be interrupted again by the now familiar figure in bb. 12 and 13 beginning a semitone lower on the A. The chromaticism that saturates the surface also establishes a tension based on semitone slippage such as that between Dv/D and Av/A starting at b. 14. The appearance of the theme of the second section is a semitone higher than the opening G.

Coherence is also created in the tightly knit motivic relationships. For example, the startling and nervous opening phrase is found later in an altered, more expansive and stable form in the modal second section.

Both share the all important semitone and descending minor third. In the phrase of section B the shape of the opening three notes has been inverted; nonetheless, the interval of the semitone is retained and both end with a falling minor
To Benno Moiseiwitsch

Dance of the Wild Men

Fiercely with the utmost intensity About $J = 176$

Roy E. Agnew

Example 2 Juxtaposition of chromatic and modal writing, bb. 1–13

Example 3 Semitones

Example 4 Corv 29–30
Example 3  Semitone slippage between D–Db and A–Ab, bb. 14–17

Example 4  Comparison between the opening bar and the opening of Section B, b. 1 and bb. 29–30
third, one can hear the similarity between the two phrases. Although this kind of
motive relationship can be found in earlier music, the way this is connected here,
via a three-note shape or contour that is to be found throughout, is perhaps of
more importance. It gives the piece its characteristic sound and provides a strong
sense of continuity.

Although this music is not functionally tonal, it is diatonic and has certain
centric qualities. From the outset, priority is given to the pitch E. Initially it is
foregrounded only in the melodic line, where it appears twice as an emphatic and
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general goal in the modal writing of bb. 7 and 8. These preliminary indications are satisfied when the first really obvious harmonic landing point of the work occurs at b. 20 on a low and loud E octave and again at b. 25. This introduces the passage that begins the inexorable transition to the next section nine bars later. From its beginnings as a prioritized pitch, E ultimately transforms into a tonal centre later on in the section.

As the piece unfolds, the pitches E, C♯ and A, which are heard as E-C♯-E-A, emerge as particular centres outlining an A major triad.

However, the piece is not ‘in A’, in the sense of being in A major or minor. The approaches to these two parts, in which C♯ and A are centric pitches, are not functional: in both cases the chromatic approach is the same, but the second time Agnew rather crudely adjusts the final four notes to facilitate the arrival on the A.

There is continuity in the shared pitch material between the end of the A section (bb. 20–28) centred around E, and the B section centred around C♯. This evokes the relative minor relation but in actuality they are merely the same pitches revolving around a different centre with no trace of functional harmonic progression. The E major triad is the dominant of A, but there is no sense of harmonic progression or obvious voice leading that would clearly establish a key. A pedal point is by nature static and, once the arrival on the pedal point is established, the section goes nowhere harmonically until Agnew slips back into the first section.

The fact that the pedal lacks the third of the triad, leaving its quality unclear, compounds the ambiguity. These B sections are characterized by harmonic stasis, approached by a mad confused frenzy of chromaticism. Section A is heard both times as a kind of breathless unstable, chromatic upbeat to the more settled B section. It is frenetic motion moving to a place of unstinting sameness. Rhythmically too, the second part is more stable. The shift is heightened by the rhythmic change from a simple feel to a compound feel.

The instructions to play ‘furiously’, even to ‘bang’, and the final extreme dynamic direction of ∆∆∆∆ produced music whose extremes of violent emotion and volume caused jaws in the Sydney audience to drop. The music's sheer ferocity and attack was challenging. As a result, Agnew was labelled an ultra-modernist, a Bolshevik, an 'Australian Stravinsky'. 'Dance of the Wild Men' engages with the idea of the exotic as barbarous and this piece could be understood as an early instance of Australian primitivism. In fact, the work has long since been regarded as a depiction of a corroboree, on the basis of a passing reference in the AMN uncorroborated by the
composer. A second alternative is that the work’s provenance, one that does not impinge upon this more ‘nationalist’ understanding but can easily coexist alongside it. Whereas the piece may or may not essay white depictions of indigenous Australia, it is directly connected with Ornstein. This proposition also helps to account for a prominent feature of the work: the dirtiness of quite simple triadic structures and other patterns added notes as found in bb. 14–17 and 25–26. A cluster-like effect is created when played at the indicated speed.

In 1920, in the chic new lifestyle magazine *The Home*, George de Cairós Rego, a friend of Agnew and the dedicatee of his ever-popular *Rabbit Hill*, reviewed Harriette Brower’s book *Piano Mastery* (1917). Brower’s interview with Ornstein, the originator of cluster technique, was singled out for detailed discussion in:

---
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Cairos Rego’s review which we may assume Agnew was aware of. That chapter includes a long description of Ornstein’s own work Danse Sauvage also known as Wild Men’s Dance. Ornstein told Brower about the cluster technique that permeates this piece: ‘I must here use a palm of my hand as well as the fingers; the former depresses the white keys below, while the fingers touch the black keys above them’. Agnew’s clusters are a less extreme version of Ornstein’s. He need not have seen or heard Ornstein’s Wild Men’s Dance to experiment sonically with what he had possibly only read—in effect translating words into sound.

Whereas reading about Ornstein may have influenced Agnew’s approach in Dance of the Wild Men, Scriabin’s influence was generally more powerful and pervasive. The presence of late Scriabin is strongly felt in many of Agnew’s pieces from this decade. One such work is his beautiful little Poem no. 1 published in 1922 in Australia by Allans. As with Dance of the Wild Men there is no strong sense of tonal centre in Poem no. 1.

Like Dance of the Wild Men, this work is structurally straightforward: AB AB’ (A”). The second section itself is derived from material of the first. The second

---

29 Frances Corden refers to this Poem in her article of 1920, two years before its publication.
part is virtually identical to the first but has been transposed down a minor third. Thus, Agnew reveals his knowledge of Scriabin’s late procedures, using transposition as generator of structure. The coda from b. 41 repeats the opening phrase, but again at a different transpositional level.

It is already evident that this work is generated from a limited set of materials which is rearticulated in different ways. The motive operates as a major organizing element. A detailed examination of the opening bars reveals what Joseph Straus calls the ‘motivic and contextual nature of post-tonal music.’

The first eleven bars form the opening statement, which consists of four phrases each starting from the last pitch of the previous one. The symmetry is immediately striking. Whereas the first melodic phrase is symmetrical by way of retrograde, the second is symmetrical by inversion around the arrival point of G. The (014) pitch class set, ‘one of the most characteristic triads in early noncentric music...’ initially dominates. The (014) pitch class set then gives over to (015), which has also been present since the outset.

The play between E♭ and E is significant, as is the resulting interaction between the E♭ augmented chord, E minor chord and in the second phrase the E♭ major chord that emerges from the melodic line in the first four bars. In fact, the piece as a whole is saturated with pitch class sets (014), (015), (037), (036) and (048). How does one account for collections of different things that seem to be of significance but cannot be related to each other?

By thinking more broadly, we can see that in fact Agnew is working within a larger collection that includes all these smaller motives. This larger collection creates a domain that allows him to freely pass between the smaller elements without relying on functional harmonic progression. If these diverse sets are considered as subsets of the larger collection—E♭, E, G, B♭, B♭—(01478) or 5-22—the music begins to make more sense. It is the only pentad to contain all possible triads—major/minor (036), diminished and augmented (048), the trichords (014) and (015)—as well as the tetrachords (0147) and ‘that favorite of Second Viennese composers’, (0148). 5-22 is then rich in its possibilities to make tonal allusions outside of a tonal inversionally symmetrical shapes of the t

---

outside of a tonal framework. It is also, as Agnew shows us in the second phrase, inversionally symmetrical, in this case as two (014) sets around G mirroring the shapes of the beginning and ending of the first two phrases.
Example 9  Symmetrical structure of 5-22

It is useful here to think about intervals being ‘maximized’ in the sense of being expanded out by segmental slippage seen in the relationship between subsets such as (014) and (015), and (037) and (048). 33

5-22 permeates the piece in various ways. Comparing the first three phrases, we can see that there is an enriching additive process at work. The opening phrase comprises the subset (0148) as it lacks the B₃ (this appears in the next phrase). In the third phrase, an A₃ and D₃ are added. However, the 5-22 can be extracted easily from the melodic line as it constructs the frame of the phrase. The B₃ that appears as the second beat also appears as the final point of pattern completion at b. 7 and the E₂/D₃ acts as the lower neighbour to the high E. 5-22 is found in the high points and ultimate destinations of each phrase. If the high points of the phrases found as the downbeats of bb. 2, 4 and 6 are isolated, they form an E₃ major triad, as is an E₃ major triad if the arrival points are seen together (the downbeat of every second beat of the same bars). Combined they create the all-important 5-22. Furthermore, if the endings of each phrase are viewed alongside each other, it becomes clear that Agnew stays within the collection. The end of each phrase continues to climb the scaffolding of the collection until coming to rest on the B₃.

Textually the work is linear and the initial dovetailing between the two lines supports my parsing of the pitch material. I have been concentrating exclusively on the upper lines of music. If the bass line is examined independently from the treble, we see that bb. 2, 4, 5 and 6 are all derived from the same whole tone collection (even allowing for the fact that Agnew created a bass line by extracting different bass notes).

At bb. 7 the whole tone collection changes and we can see then the A₃ and G₃ of bb. 1 and 3 fit into this collection. The addition of A₃ and D₃ in the top voice of the final phrase brings the pitch material closer together until it coalesces in the whole tone collection of b. 7. The whole tone sonority produces a sense of motionlessness, diffusing the tension created by the previous phrases.

Agnew changes the larger referential collection for the section’s final phrase bb. 8–11. This phrase is itself an altered transposition of the opening phrase. The initial (014) motive is here expanded into an (015). Thus the (015) motive common to both collections is kept intact as is the emphasis on E₂ and B₂, both critically important common tones to both collections. The appearance of the E₃ and B₃ as the high point and destination of this phrase harks back to 5-22 and so creates a line of aural continuity. In fact, the change allows these two pitches to remain invariant and maintain their position as the central pitches of the phrase despite the transpositional shift.

33 Ibid. 206,
sense of phrase structure. The three main phrases, each divided into three subphrases, form a Bb-based structure. In the latter part of the phrase, Bb is repeated, along with Gb and F marking the high points of the phrase. The three subphrases begin on an E and Bb and B6, respectively, marking the arrival points.

Example 10 Comparison of first three phrases, bb. 1-7

More importantly, the (014) actually articulates the overall structure of the work. If the two major parts comprising the work along with the coda are compared, each features a repeat of the opening phrases at a different transpositional level. The three levels are E6, C and E. These notes themselves form the pitch class set (014). It is a case of the micro informing the macro and in projecting 'musical phenomena previously considered to belong solely to the foreground
... onto the structural background it provides what Robert Morgan has described as 'one of the key characteristics of early modernist music'.

Moreover, the final transpositional level has been chosen to allow for a return of the E/Eb in the melody. The piece ends as it began with a reversal of the important two opening pitches.

Agniew's intimacy with Scriabin's late music is found again in a later sonata that was written at the end of his first five years in London. Here we find a direct link

---

between Scriabin's ninth and Agnew's compositional processes. In fact, Scriabin's ninth sonata was a compositional model in the classical sense. As he publicly announced, Agnew knew and deeply admired the work. The resemblances between the openings are striking: the similarity of vertical sonorities, the rhythm, the shape of the opening five-note motive, the voicing and the use of imitation.

Agnew is in dialogue with Scriabin's ninth. Through writing his own work he investigates Scriabin's late compositional techniques. He adopts Scriabin's use of one sonority undergoing various transpositions to create a unique musical world for his work. The opening sonority, like the mystic chord, is a rich combination of the octatonic and whole tone scales although, given the perfect fifth in the bass, Agnew's sonority has a more anchored quality than Scriabin's.

(Agnew, Sonata 1929, opening)

(Scriabin, Sonata no. 9, opening)

Example 15 Openings of Agnew's Sonata (1929) and Scriabin's Sonata no. 9
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Example 17  Large-scale transpositional levels compared to opening motive

Again, as in the Poem, Agnew uses the opening motive, which is also a pc set (014), as a means of articulating the overall structure through large-scale transpositions and provides the mirror image of the motivic shape in the long term.

Sitsky recalled that many of his compositional colleagues felt this sonata to be the best of the six. Until now, Agnew's debt to Scriabin's ninth sonata has gone unnoticed. Agnew never published Sonata (1929); the close association to Scriabin's ninth may well have been a reason. Although written in London, Agnew fell in love with Scriabin's ninth almost a decade earlier in Sydney and the techniques found in the sonata are first tested in the early Poem. How then did Agnew come to be writing this kind of non-tonal music in Sydney before his first journey to London?

35 Sitsky, "The Piano Sonatas of Roy Agnew", 73.
36 Sitsky has noticed the more obvious debt to Scriabin in this particular sonata but also proposes that it was the progressive harmonic language of Sonata 1929 that prevented Agnew from seeking its publication. See ibid.
Looking for Ornstein and Scriabin in Sydney

An examination of the early twentieth-century journals and broadsheets show that not only was much modern European music performed in Sydney, it was readily available in recordings, piano rolls and sheet music. The terms modern, contemporary and modernist are highly contested and intrinsically problematic, but here I mean modern to include all styles of music including jazz, dance hall and also art music. From its onset in 1911 the AMN reviewed performances of French and Russian music, which were seen as exotic presences. In the area of modern art music Ravel, Debussy and English moderns were performed early on.

For example, perhaps the foremost champion of modern music in Australia, violinist Cyril Monk, along with pianist Frank Hutchens, performed the Sydney (and possibly Australian) premiere of Debussy's Violin Sonata in 1918 only a year after its publication in Paris. In 1923, Adelaide composer Hooper Brewster-Jones performed it alongside his own violin sonata including also on the programme a movement of another work written in Debussy's final years, En blanc et noir. Many of the musicians who performed modern European music in the early 1920s were friends and colleagues of Agnew, for example Cyril Monk, Wintifred Burston, Henri Penn and Alexander Sverjensky, as were many of the most active journalists such as Barry, Cairns, Rego and Waters. Reviews of modern Russian and Italian music are found in the press in the early 1920s. For example in 1921 Arthur Benjamin and Monk on tour in Melbourne presented a violin sonata by Milhaud. The following year Penn, Monk, Benjamin and the cellist Gladstone Bell got together to present works by some of the men whose music caused storms of controversy during the last London season. The programme included Stravinsky's Pastoral, Malipiero's Il canto della Lontanezza as well as Goosens's Rhapsody for cello and piano. The AMN conceded that 'it was good to keep apace with the times, and hear everything possible from the ultra moderns, who are making the big stir in the musical melting pot.'

More 'difficult' avant-garde music, for example the music of Bartók, Honegger and Schoenberg, was reported but never heard. It was nonetheless the subject of much heated discussion. This unrealized music could still, as we have seen in the case of Ornstein and Agnew's Dance of the Wild Men, exert a considerable influence upon the imagination. Reviews of overseas concerts often appeared in the press, particularly ones that caused a furor. These inevitably included music of the latest ultramoderns. Of particular relevance to this discussion was the appearance of two concert reviews side by side in the AMN in 1914. Published only two months after the actual performances themselves, one covered Scriabin's first English appearance at the Queen's Hall where he performed his own piano concerto and Henry Wood conducted his 'latest' symphonic work Prometheus, the other reviewed Ornstein's infamous London concert in which he performed works by himself and Schoenberg.

---

37 'Goosens and Other Moderns', AMN 11/5 (1921), 267.
38 'Notes', AMN 8/2 (1914), 351. The Australian expatriate composer, Frederick Squirrins Kelly, attended Ornstein's London concert and gives a first-hand account of it in his meticulously kept diaries, of which excerpts have recently been published by the National Library of Australia where his archive is held. See Race Against Time: The Diaries of P.S. Kelly ed. Thérèse Radic (Canberra: National Library of Australia, 2004), 325.
Ornstein sustained an unusually ferocious attack. In the 1914 review he was accused of mistaking the piano for a punching ball. In 'Futurists in Music', an article written two years later, the attack was resumed: Ornstein's music was declared 'freak music' which made 'one's flesh creep', and once more the use of boxing gloves was recommended. The mockingly derisive tone found in the Ornstein reviews (a tone adopted in an effort to contain the music's transgressive power) is similar to that of the review of Agnew's music as 'Ultramodern Extravagance'. Both reviews suggested that the desired musical effect could be better obtained by simply sitting on the keyboard. Although much of this press had a strong anti-modernist bias, it nonetheless brought the music to public attention for musicians like Agnew to wonder about. The 1916 article on Ornstein even went so far as to include examples of the music thereby allowing interested musicians a glimpse of his musical language. Monk and another close associate of Agnew, the renowned pianist William Murdoch, discussed Ornstein's music at length in interviews for the AMN.40

Agnew's profound love of Scriabin's late sonata in 1923 Sydney is startling and demands further exploration. What kind of presence could a 'sophisticated' and 'cosmopolitan' Russian composer with a world view drenched in arcane mysticism have in the 'parochial', 'stagnant' and 'insular' Sydney of the 1920s? In fact Scriabin was surprisingly well covered in the Sydney press, particularly between the years 1921 and 1923 and, of particular significance, it was his late experimental music that attracted most attention. This was apparently a British world phenomenon. This interest also manifested itself in London. If coverage in The Times is taken as an indicator English interest in Scriabin peaked in 1921, a phenomenon possibly related to the overwhelming surge of spiritualism and interest in the occult brought about by the mass grief following the Great War. Using The Times it is possible to ascertain that there were at least seventy-three articles on Scriabin in 1921. This number stands out as unusually high when compared to the surrounding years. In 1918 there had been only two pieces, in 1919 there were twenty-one and forty-five in 1920. In 1922 the number of articles again dropped steeply to a mere twenty-four and did not increase much beyond this in the years to follow. Even in the years 1913 and 1914 that saw Scriabin's two visits to London the articles on Scriabin in The Times did not reach twenty, they were sixteen and eighteen respectively. In Australia the AMN covered Scriabin's important 1914 London premiere of Prometheus only weeks after the event. The Australian press of the 1920s was cognizant of Scriabin's mature style, describing him as 'very futurist' and 'this most radical of ultra modern composers'.41 In the Sydney Mail, Noskowski identified the new harmonic system, rapturously extolling the virtues of the 'wonderful fifth sonata' and the Satanic Poem, and then expounded with some expertise on Scriabin's unfinished final work, the Mysterium, a work intended to transfigure the world.42 In an article for the Conservatorium Magazine, 'A. Sverjensky and New Russian Music', Noskowski hailed the Russian pianist as an ideally suited interpreter of Scriabin's music. Noskowski's admiration of

40 'Editorial; 'Futurists' in Music—'The Cathedral' (Leo Ornstein, op. 37 no. 2)', AMN 5/8 (1915), 226-7
41 See C.N., 'A Musical Tea Party with William Murdoch, the Australian Pianist', AMN 6/1 (1916), 124; 'Cyril Monk', AMN 15/5 (1925), 36.
42 L. de Noskowski, 'Moisicvitch', Sydney Mail, 19 May 1920, 15.
43 Ibid., 16.
Scriabin was deeply felt: "The day of Scriabine is dawning in Australia and even if his most advanced and modern compositions will never be understood by many, his earlier works will ensure him an immortal position amongst the world's greatest composers." Noskowski's musical erudition is impressive, a fact also noticed by Peter Dart who describes Noskowski's musical writings as 'exceptional in their breadth of musical culture'.

Cairos Rego, surprisingly, given his embrace of modern music, was one of those who found Scriabin's late music unacceptable, complaining that Scriabin needed a 'keyboard of quarter tones'. Nevertheless, he had earlier in 1921 informed his readers of the English composer Cyril Scott's views of Scriabin and, in a later issue of the *Daily Telegraph*, reviewed English writer Alfred J. Swan's monograph on the Russian.

There were a handful of Sydney pianists who threw caution to the wind and performed Scriabin regardless of whether the music was understood. Between 1921 and 1923, Burston, Hutchens, Penn and Wilfred Arlom performed Scriabin frequently. The *Daily Telegraph* summed up performances of Scriabin for 1923: "Sydney has in a sense been more fortunate than were other cities in its manner of becoming acquainted with the work of Scriabin", because of the chronological way in which the music was presented to the public. It announced that in 1923 Burston played the third Sonata, Hutchens the fourth, Arlom the fifth, and Penn finished the year with Scriabin's final work, the remarkable *Vers in flamme*.

The last two works were from the late period. All these performers, including Sverjensky after his decision to emigrate, were personal friends and professional colleagues of Agnew and played his music. Sverjensky and Burston were to record and teach his music. Hutchens studied composition with Agnew for a short time, received the dedication of the *Sonata Ballade* (1937) and later wrote Agnew's obituary for the *AMN*.

Due to his position on the repertoire selection committee of the British Music Society, Wilfred Arlom was partially responsible for the programming which elicited the response in 'Ultramodern Extravagance'. Arlom's love of late Scriabin abided and he became a major exponent, appearing frequently on Agnew's later ABC radio show playing, among other things, Scriabin's late sonatas. The Belgian pianist Penn was early on identified as part of the 'ultra modern set'. It was he who played *Dance of the Wild Men* at Agnew's farewell concert in 1923 and received two dedications: the *Tocatta tragic* (1922) and *A Dance Impression* (1927).

There are other possible explanations of an earlier presence of Scriabin in Sydney which are connected to the enlivened activities of the Theosophical Society and the establishment of the New South Wales Conservatorium. These two are themselves, as we will see, inextricably bound together from 1915, the year of the Conservatorium's foundation. In 1914, C.W. Leadbeater, escaping allegations of pedantry, decided to move to Sydney to lead its Theosophical Society. The Society bloomed with the presence of such an exalted member, reaching its heyday in the twenties. Early the next year Belgian-born British
musician and committed theosophist Henri Verbruggen accepted the position of Director at the New South Wales State Conservatorium scheduled to open the following year. The convergence of these events was not coincidental.

From the outset there was a close tie between the two institutions. The Conservatorium during the Verbruggen years hosted several lectures by such eminent Theosophists as C. Jinarajadasa (who was recruited as a boy in Ceylon by Leadbeater and later became president of the Theosophical Society) and Leadbeater himself. Verbruggen, despite his personal dislike of modern music, was a good Theosophist and gave a lecture with the rarefied title 'Light and Music' in 1922 in which he discusses Scriabin's synaesthetic theories on colour and music, going so far as to mention the *tastiera per luce*, a colour organ, developed for the symphonic poem, *Prometheus.* Diane Collins, in her history of the Conservatorium, writes that, 'in 1916, in overwhelmingly Anglo-Celtic Sydney, the new Conservatorium must have seemed like a hotbed of cosmopolitanism.' The international character of the Conservatorium, she continued, 'must have encouraged the notion that art music was a world apart, an exotic import, a cultural curiosity in Australia.'

From the outset Theosophy was an orientalist enterprise borrowing extensively from a range of Eastern religions and philosophies. It was founded on idealistic notions of progress, free thought and cultural advance. In their Australian journals, theosophists wrote of the unjust treatment of Aboriginal people, advocated the humane management of prisoners and animal rights, pioneered new educational approaches such as the Kindergarten, embraced Eurythmics and wrote on the merits of vegetarianism. They were not unlike the Socialist 'cranks' against whom Orwell vented his vitriolic spleen in *Road to Wigan Pier*, in a viciously funny, if unfair, description:

> In addition to this there is the horrible—the really disquieting—prevalence of cranks wherever Socialists are gathered together. One sometimes gets the impression that the mere words 'Socialism' and 'Communism' draw towards them with magnetic force every fruit-juice drinker, nudist, sandal-wearer, semaniac, Quaker, 'Nature Cure' quack, pacifist, and feminist in England.

> Theosophists were accepting, even encouraging, of experimentation in the arts. Jill Roe has argued that, 'theosophy appears to have played a vital role in the emergence of modernism.' Soon after, she refers to Bernard Smith who, when pondering the origins of modernism in Australia, proposed that "a thorough account of the history of spiritualism, theosophy, and anthroposophy in Australia as abroad is much more relevant than say Einstein's theories". 56

50 For example a report on a lecture by Jinarajadasa appears in the *Conservatorium* Magazine 15, (1919), 4-6. See also: C. Jinarajadasa, 'Music as the Synthesis of Emotional and Intellectual Activity,' *Musical Australia* 16 (1920), 7.


53 Examples of these can be found in Australian theosophical journals such as *Advanced Australia, The Star in the East* and *Theosophy in Australia*.
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It was high culture the theosophists sought to advance; popular musics such as jazz were regarded as degenerate and diseased. For them, classical music held the supreme position among the arts for the same reason that it had for nineteenth-century Romantics. Its ineffability—its inability to represent—rendered it more pure than painting or literature and therefore closer to the spiritual realm. Music was not merely to entertain people but rather to transform them, to bring about transcendence. During the '20s, theosophists were particularly active in the dissemination of high culture, focusing on the promotion of classical music—organizing concerts, starting a Music-Lovers Club, founding an orchestra, providing their halls as concert venues, even founding their own radio station, 2GB (named after the initials of the heretic Giordano Bruno), which aimed to educate and uplift the listeners.57 Roe reports that 2GB was to be ‘resolutely highbrow’. In this general civilizing and educating endeavour two composers in particular emerge as ‘prized theosophical figures’,58 Scriabin and the English composer and ardent mystic, Cyril Scott. These composers provide important exceptions to Roe’s claim that ‘Australian theosophy in the late twenties did not take the observer close to the sources of innovation in the arts, that is, European innovation’.

One Sydney theosophist, Phyllis Campbell, was tireless in her advocacy for music, in particular modern music and especially that of Scriabin and Scott. Campbell was prolific as a composer, poet and dramatist, and active as a violinist, violist and pianist. She left England in 1920 to marry the Sydney University academic Ellison Campbell. Once in Sydney she busied herself promoting modern music. She lectured and wrote extensively on modern music in theological journals. As part of a lecture series for ‘Crusade for a Beautiful Australia’, she presented a free lecture at Adyar Hall (the society’s major hall) with detailed title: ‘Modern Music: What it is and what it is not’. Included: The relation of jazz to modern music. The use of discords. How to listen to modern music. Its message to the present age. Where is it leading us? Is it spiritually uplifting?60 The lecture touched upon composers such as Stravinsky and Schoenberg as well as the influence of non-Western scales on modern music. Scriabin appeared in the address, but was later to demand her undivided attention. She dedicated articles to him alone. In ‘Lives of Great Men: Scriabin’ she hailed him as a pioneer spirit who advocated the experimental in art.61 In 1927 she organized an all-Scriabin concert to be performed by Scriabin’s personal friend Paul Vinogradoff, a Russian pianist, who had Scriabin’s stamp of approval as an exponent of his music. The highlight of the programme was the developmentally important fifth sonata. Campbell and the Theosophists are one fascinating example of the lesser-known strands of Sydney’s musical history, some of which have been touched upon during the course of this discussion, but many of which remain to be brought to public attention.

57 Roe provides an overview of these activities, See Roe, Beyond Belief, 297 ff.
58 Ibid., 315.
59 Ibid.
60 Concert programme. Held in the Phyllis Campbell Archive, University of Technology, Sydney.
The presence of Scriabin touches almost all writing on Agnew's music after 1921. Thorold Water, in particular, was deeply uneasy about it, finding it a strange exotic presence needing, if not exorcism, than a kind of sanitizing, even masculinizing, process. Scriabin was seen as foreign, a dandy, effeminate, almost poisonous in an overripe decadent way. Agnew's interest in this 'decadent modern', who epitomized what many understood as all that was wrong with exhausted and jaded post-war Europe, coincided with an emergence of Norman Lindsay's new artistic neo-Nietzschean Dionysian creed elucidated by himself and his supporters in the short-lived journal Vision. This was a credo that promoted energy, youthfulness and vitality; a healthy robustness particular to the virile and 'alive' Australian artist which contrasted starkly to the neuroses of the decrepit European. These attitudes are present in the persistent line presented by Waters that, although Scriabin influenced Agnew's music, Agnew's music was more masculine and vital; it resisted 'infection' from the Russian's perceived effeminacy. 'His was', in Water's own words, 'a more masculine Scriabin element'. Others, such as the critic for Musical Australia, however, revealed a greater level of disinterest in their appraisal of Agnew in May 1923:

At present his style and outlook are far removed from the modern British school as exemplified in Ireland, Vaughan Williams and Frank Bridge. Agnew more nearly resembles Scriabine in his harmonic colour and emotional intensity.

For Waters, however, it was more reassuring to say that by 1927 Agnew had broken away from the seductive power of Scriabin and had turned instead to the 'healthier' Celtic Twilight for his inspiration. The fact that his fascination for both Scriabin and things Celtic went hand in hand was expediently ignored.

62 In August 1922, an article appeared in the AMN claiming that although Agnew had been under Scriabine's spell, he had not developed any of the Russian's 'metaphysical sickness'. See 'Roy Agnew Makes 'Opuses': Fantastic-Sonata and Others', AMN 17/2 (1922), 13. In 1936, in an article announcing the publication of Agnew's latest sonata, there is again a reference to the fact that there had been a time when Agnew had been 'under the influence of Scriabine' but the readers are quickly reassured that 'his work escaped the somewhat nauseating element of the Russian's later work'. See 'Roy Agnew's New Sonata: Publication is Australian Venture', AMN 26/10 (1936), 23.


64 'Australia and Its Composers: The Modernism of Roy Agnew', AMN 21/2 (1931), 14. This rejection of Scriabine was not peculiar to Waters, Australia or this time period. As Susan Garcia has argued, 'Few composers have been subjected to such vicious diatribes. Scriabin, by merging an eclectic set of mystical, erotic, satanic and messianic visions with his music, gained many disciples (including Agnew), on the one hand, yet on the other left himself open to sharp condemnation by many musicians, critics, and scholars throughout the present century'. See Susanna Garcia, 'Scriabin's Symbolist Plot Archetype in the Late Piano Sonatas', 19th-Century Music 23/3 (2000), 273.

65 'Mr. Roy Agnew: Plantar-Composer'.

66 This interpretation of Agnew's stylistic development first appears in 1928 in the AMN. See 'Roy Agnew Returns: A Twelve Months' Visit', AMN 17/12 (1928), 26. It is reiterated throughout the 1930s. See for example 'Australia and Its Composers: The Modernism of Roy Agnew' and 'Roy Agnew's New Sonata: Publication is Australian Venture'.

67 'An Australian' Roland Barthes 146.


Agnew's admiration of the American composer Edward Macdowell's *Keltic Sonata* was expressed in the same interview in which he declared his love of Scriabin's ninth sonata. *Deirdre's Lament*, the *Ossianic Sonata* and *Le belle dame sans merci* were written around the same time as his Poem no. 1 and before his *Fantasie Sonata* and *Sonata* (1929). Yet, the father figure of the Celtic Twilight, embraced Theosophy and other streams of occult magic in addition to Celticism; they were in no way perceived as mutually exclusive. The Australian critics' anxiety was bound up with larger questions of national identity and fear of the foreign. After 1917 this was felt particularly in the fear of things Russian at potentially Bolshevick. Agnew's debt to Scriabin was made public knowledge on his arrival in England. The *British Australasian* introduced him to London as 'a modernist, and a disciple of Scriabin.' To further titillate the readers, the journalist then raised the recent controversy surrounding his music in Sydney.

Agnew's music reveals its influences readily. But to understand it as an example of belatedness and colonial mimicry, or to hear it as Covell did as 'second-hand', is unhelpful and limiting. To transcend the national boundaries and view this kind of music in an international context removes us from these concerns. As such, it stands as part of a much larger body of music of other 'minor' composers who make up this early twentieth-century transitional world. The pressure imposed by modernism's demand for originality (in many instances this originality was the result of borrowings from non-Western cultures) is compounded in the case of Australian culture. It is helpful in this context to reinvoke Barthes's insight that the text, rather than emanating from what he called the 'Author-God' is instead 'a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of culture... a gesture that is always anterior, never original'. Earlier, T.S. Eliot had also contributed to the discourse of artistic originality in his influential essay 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', in which he notes our 'tendency to insist, when we praise a poet, upon those aspects of his work in which he least resembles anyone else, and suggests instead that, if we approach a poet without this prejudice we shall often find that not only the best, but the most individual parts of his work may be those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously.' Charles Rosen, writing specifically about musical criticism makes a similar point: 'The most important form of influence is that which provokes the most original and most personal work.'

In the early decades of the last century taste was changing at a whirlwind pace. For the neoclassic composers of the late 1930s, the rich, rhapsodic style of Alexander Scriabin, Cyril Scott, Arnold Bax and Roy Agnew was already dated. Memos in the BBC archive after Agnew's death, regarding a BBC Home Service broadcast of his music attest to this. Arthur Bliss, then working for the BBC, wrote that 'the recordings are quite good, but the music is not such as would interest listeners here, except in a very short programme'. His subordinate, Val Drewry, was more dismissive: 'I have heard all these records. The recording was

---

67 An Australian Composer', *British Australasian*, 21 February 1924, 15.
quite good, but the material is not. It is all very meandering, and a great deal of it is so much alike that it cancels itself out.71

Such comments speak not only to changing musical taste, but also hint at the power relations behind Britain and Australia's complex relationship. Agnew's later career reflects many of the sacrifices, pressures and strains an Australian composer, or more generally an Australian artist, had to make or endure to pursue a professional musical career in the British world. His music underwent a noticeable stylistic shift during his first period in London. It became simpler and modal; in short more 'pastoral'. His example offers a particular instance of the ambivalences and contradictions that existed between Britain and Australia, a topic which however lies outside the scope of this article. An ultramodern and Bolshevik in his early life, Agnew was passè before his death and 'elated cream' by the late 1960s. His early period offers a fascinating glimpse into Sydney's musical scene in the 1920s, revealing a rich and fertile cultural field; one that had not entirely succumbed to the stoup of English pastoralism. It had more to offer than Sitsky assumed when he described it as 'naive, pretty, sentimental, trivial and often amateurish';72 and Agnew took his place alongside and was undoubtedly strongly influenced by like-minded Sydney musicians. The cosmopolitanism and embrace of the modern that Bruce Johnson and Jill Matthews have uncovered in popular culture of the same period73 was also present in the more rarefied corners of the highbrow world of art music.

Abstract
Sydney of the late 1910s and '20s was not as parochial as music historians have long assumed. The early piano music of Roy Agnew benefited from and reflected the richness and diversity of his surroundings. Through an analysis of representative works from this period and an examination of their cultural context I argue that Agnew's music belongs to the large body of modern music from the early twentieth century described by Jim Samson as 'transitional' and that Sydney's musical elite was aware of and could access the most recent modern European music.
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